
BrainCruncher Help
BrainCruncher is like many other MasterMind style applications. The game rules is very easy. You just 
need to guess four different numbers that generated randomly by the computer. When you have enter 
four different numbers then press Guess button and then computer will evaluate your number.
The computer will give you a result number against your number, the possible result number is described 
below:

· 00, means there are no matching numbers betwen your number and computer's number.
· 10, means there is one correct number but the number's place is still wrong.
· 11, means there is one correct number and the place is also correct.

Because there are four digit numbers to guess so you will win if you could get result 44 which means 11 * 
4 when your guess is right. Now if result is a combination such as 32, this means you have three right 
number and two of them are right on place but there is still one number in wrong place.

New in this version (v1.25)
· Code improvements
· Bigger game elements

OK, that's all, we hope you enjoy this little easy game. You can use this program to train your brain 
memory.

Hello guys.... I need a notebook computer. Can you give me one? Many thanks to people that have been 
downloading and using BrainCruncher, any suggestions? Please send me comments, suggestions or 
critcs so I know where my software goes.
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